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Green Tea & Iced Mocha
Materials For the Quilt

⅝ yard EACH of ten assorted light fabrics:
8059-44, 8060-44, 8061-44, 8062-44, 8064-44,
8065Y-44, 8066-44, 8067Y-06, 8067Y-11,
8067Y-44
⅝ yard EACH of four assorted blue fabrics from the
Buggy Barn Basics collection:
7098-17, 7098-70, 7099-17, 7100-70
⅜ yard EACH of fifteen assorted fabrics:
8059-11, 8059-60, 8060-11, 8060-60, 8061-11,
8061-60, 8062-38, 8062-67, 8063-11, 8063-60,
8064-11, 8065Y-11, 8066-11, 8067Y-38,
8067Y-60
⅝ yard brown dots:
8063-38
1¾ yards brown bias plaid (includes binding):
8064-38
½ yard brown zig zag stripe:
8065Y-38
¾ yard green vine:
8066-60
5 yards green floral (for quilt backing):
8059-60
All materials for the appliqué method of your choice.

Cutting Instructions for the Quilt

Please note: all strips are cut across the width
of the fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge.

From EACH of the ten assorted light fabrics, cut:
(1) 6⅞" strip. Recut into (3) 6⅞" x 6⅞" squares.
(1) 3½" strip. Recut into (6) 3½" x 3½" squares.
(3) 2½" strips for the pieced outer border.
From EACH of the four assorted blue fabrics, cut:
(1) 6⅞" strip. Recut into (3) 6⅞" x 6⅞" squares.
(1) 3½" strip. Recut into (6) 3½" x 3½" squares.
Reserve remaining fabric for appliqué flowers.
From EACH of the fifteen assorted fabrics, cut:
(1) 6⅞" strip. Recut into (3) 6⅞" x 6⅞" squares.
(1) 3½" strip. Recut into (6) 3½" x 3½" squares.
From the brown dots, cut:
(1) 8½" strip. Recut into (4) 8½" x 8½" squares.
(1) 6⅞" strip. Recut into (3) 6⅞" x 6⅞" squares.
(1) 3½" strip. Recut into (6) 3½" x 3½" squares.
From the brown bias plaid, cut:
(1) 6⅞" strip. Recut into (3) 6⅞" x 6⅞" squares.
(1) 3½" strip. Recut into (6) 3½" x 3½" squares.
(6) 2½" strips for the inner border.
(8) 2¼" strips for the binding.
Reserve remaining fabric for bias stems.
From the brown zigzag stripe, cut:
(1) 6⅞" strip. Recut into (3) 6⅞" x 6⅞" squares.
(1) 3½" strip. Recut into (6) 3½" x 3½" squares.
Reserve remaining fabric for flower centers.
From the green vine, cut:
(1) 6⅞" strip. Recut into (3) 6⅞" x 6⅞" squares.
(1) 3½" strip. Recut into (6) 3½" x 3½" squares.
Reserve remaining fabric for leaves.
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Sewing Instructions for the Quilt

All seams are sewn using 1/4" seam allowance with
pieces held right sides together and raw edges even.

1. Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of a 6⅞" light square. Right
sides together, layer the marked square with a blue or green 6⅞" square.
Sew 1/4" away on both sides of the marked line. Cut on the marked
line to yield (2) half-square triangle units as shown. Repeat to make
a total of (80) half-square triangle units, mixing the light and brown
fabrics with the blue and green fabrics as shown in the quilt pictured on
the cover.

2. Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of a 3½" light fabric square
and a 3½" blue or green fabric square. Right sides together, layer the
marked squares in opposite corners of a half-square triangle unit from
step 1, placing the light fabric square in the corner of the blue or green
triangle and the blue or green square in the corner of the light fabric
triangle as shown. Sew on the marked lines. Trim 1/4" beyond the seam
lines and press the resulting small triangles out to make (1) block as
shown. Repeat this procedure to make a total of (80) blocks.

3. Referring to the quilt pictured on the cover, arrange the blocks into
(10) rows with (8) blocks in each row. Rotate the blocks as shown to
make the interlocking X pattern. Stitch the blocks into rows and sew
the rows together to complete the center of the quilt top.
4. Trim the selvages from the 2½" brown bias plaid, inner border, strips.
Sew the strips together, end to end, to make a long 2½" strip. From this
long strip, cut (2) 60½" and (2) 52½" lengths. Sew the longer lengths to
the left and right sides of the quilt top. Stitch the shorter lengths to the
top and bottom.
5. Sewing lengthwise, stitch together (10) 2½" light fabric strips, using
one strip each from the ten assorted light fabrics. Repeat to make a
total of (3) identical strip sets. From each strip set, cut (4) 8½" wide
segments to yield a total of (12) segments.

6. Stitch together the (12) strip set segments from step 5, end to end,
to yield an 8½" wide x 240½" pieced strip. From this long pieced strip,
remove (2) border units, each consisting of (32) 2½" segments, and (2)
border units, each consisting of (26) 2½" segments. Stitch the larger
border units to the left and right sides of the quilt top. Sew an 8½"
brown dots square to each end of both smaller border units. Stitch these
pieced borders to the top and bottom of the quilt top.

Green Tea & Iced Mocha
Appliqué & Quilt Assembly

7. Using template material and the paper patterns provided,
make templates for the flower, leaf, and flower center. The
patterns provided are full size, are not reversed, and do not
include seam allowances.
8. As necessary for the appliqué method of your choice, prepare
(4) flower motifs from each of the (4) assorted blue fabrics
from the Buggy Barn Basics collection. Repeat this procedure
to prepare (48) leaf motifs from the green vine fabric and (16)
flower center motifs from the brown zigzag stripe fabric.
9. Again using the method of your choice, use the remaining
brown bias plaid yardage to make (16) 25" inch long pieces of
1/2" wide (finished width) bias stems/vines.
10. Referring to the quilt pictured on the cover, arrange the
prepared motifs and bias stems from steps 8 and 9 on top of the
outer border as shown. Appliqué the motifs and stems to the
quilt top, using the method of your choice.
11. Layer the completed quilt top with batting and backing and
quilt as desired. Bind the finished quilt using the 2¼" brown bias
plaid strips.

Materials For the Table Runner

⅜ yard EACH of eight assorted light fabrics:
8059-44, 8060-44, 8061-44, 8062-44, 8064-44, 		
8065Y-44, 8066-44, 8067Y-06
½ yard EACH of light blue and dark blue star fabrics from the
Buggy Barn Basics collection:
7098-17, 7098-70
¼ yard EACH of two different blue fabrics from the
Buggy Barn Basics collection:
7099-17, 7100-70
¼ yard EACH of nineteen assorted fabrics:
8059-11, 8059-60, 8060-11, 8060-60, 8061-11, 		
8061-60, 8062-38, 8062-67, 8063-11, 8063-38, 		
8063-60, 8064-11, 8065Y-11, 8066-11, 8066-60,
8067Y-11, 8067Y-38, 8067Y-44, 8067Y-60
¼ yard brown zigzag stripe (for inner border):
8065Y-38
½ yard brown bias plaid (for binding):
8064-38
1¾ yards blue floral (for table runner backing):
8059-11
All materials for the appliqué method of your choice.

Cutting Instructions for the Table Runner
Please note: all strips are cut across the width
of the fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge.

From EACH of the eight assorted light fabrics, cut:
(1) 5⅞" strip. Recut into (1) 5⅞" x 5⅞" and
(2) 3" x 3" squares.
(1) 2½" strip.
From the brown zigzag stripe, cut:
(3) 1½" strips for the inner border.
From the brown bias plaid, cut:
(4) 2¼" strips for the binding.
Reserve remaining fabric for bias stems.
From EACH of the remaining fabrics, cut:
(1) 5⅞" strip. Recut into (1) 5⅞" x 5⅞" and
(2) 3" x 3" squares.
Reserve remaining fabric for appliqué motifs.
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Sewing Instructions for the Table Runner
All seams are sewn using 1/4" seam allowance with
pieces held right sides together and raw edges even.

1. Repeating the procedure from step 5 of the Sewing
Instructions for the Quilt and sewing lengthwise, stitch together
(8) 2½" light fabric strips, using one strip each from the eight
assorted light fabrics. From this strip set, cut (3) 8½" wide
segments.
2. Stitch together the strip set segments from step 1, end to end,
to make an 8½" x 48½" pieced unit for the center of the table
runner.
3. Repeat the procedure from step 1 of Sewing Instructions for
the Quilt, using (2) contrasting 5⅞" squares, to yield (2) halfsquare triangle units. Repeat to make a total of (28) half-square
triangle units.
4. Repeat the procedure from step 2 of Sewing Instructions for
the Quilt using (2) contrasting 3" squares, to yield (1) block.
Repeat to make a total of (28) blocks.

Appliqué & Table Runner Assembly

5. Using template material and the paper patterns provided,
make templates for the flower, leaf, and flower center. Please note
that the patterns provided are full size, are not reversed, and do
not include seam allowances.
6. As necessary for the appliqué method of your choice, prepare
(3) flower motifs from the dark blue stars and (2) flower motifs
from the light blue stars from the Buggy Barn Basics Collection.
Repeat this procedure to prepare (4) leaf motifs from the green
vine fabric and (5) flower center motifs from the brown zigzag
stripe fabric.
7. Again using the method of your choice, use the remaining
brown bias plaid yardage to make (6) 12" inch long pieces of
1/2" wide (finished width) bias stems/vines.
8. Referring to the project pictured on the cover, arrange the
prepared motifs and bias stems from steps 6 and 7 on top of the
table runner center as shown. Appliqué the motifs and stems to
the pieced table runner center, using the method of your choice.
9. Trim the selvages from the 1½" brown zigzag stripe strips. Sew
the strips together, end to end, to make a long 1½" strip. From
this long strip, cut (2) 48½" and (2) 10½" lengths. Stitch the
longer lengths to the left and right sides of the table runner top.
Sew the shorter lengths to the top and bottom.
10. Referring to the project pictured on the cover, stitch together
(10) blocks from step 4, end to end, to make (1) pieced border,
rotating the individual blocks as shown. Repeat to make a second
unit. Sew these pieced borders to the left and right sides of the
table runner, noting orientation. Repeat this procedure to stitch
together (4) blocks from step 4, end to end, to make (1) pieced
border, rotating the individual blocks as shown. Repeat to make a
second unit. Stitch these pieced borders to the top and bottom of
the table runner, noting orientation.
11. Layer the completed table runner top with batting and
backing and quilt as desired. Bind the finished table runner using
the 2¼" brown bias plaid strips.
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8059-11
Blue Floral

8059-44
Cream Floral

8061-44
8061-60
Cream Diamonds Green Diamonds

Fabrics in the Collection

8059-60
Green Floral

8060-11
Blue Stars

8060-44
Cream Stars

8060-60
Green Stars

8061-11
Blue Diamonds

8062-38
Brown Stripe

8062-44
Cream Stripe

8062-67
Blue Stripe

8063-11
Blue Dots

8063-38
Brown Dots

8064-38
8064-44
Brown Bias Plaid Cream Bias Plaid

8065Y-11
Blue ZigZag
Stripe

8065Y-38
Brown ZigZag
Stripe

8063-60
Green Dots

8064-11
Blue Bias Plaid

8066-11
Blue Vine

8066-44
Cream Vine

8066-60
Green Vine

8067Y-06
Pale Green Plaid

8067Y-11
Pale Blue Plaid

8067Y-60
Green Plaid

7098-17
Light Blue Stars

7098-70
Dark Blue Stars

7099-17
7100-70
Light Blue Dots Dark Blue Check

8067Y-38
Brown Plaid

8065Y-44
Cream ZigZag
Stripe

8067Y-44
Tan Plaid

Green Tea & Iced Mocha
Quilt Templates
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Templates are full size and are not
reversed and do not include seam
allowance. Be sure “do not scale”
button is selected during printing.

Green Tea & Iced Mocha
Table Runner Templates
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Templates are full size and are not
reversed and do not include seam
allowance. Be sure “do not scale”
button is selected during printing.

